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Comments This objection is structured as follows: Justification; Safety; Inadequate Road Network; Sustainability;
Environmental Impact. 1. Justification - in the light of the approval of a waste disposal site in
Horshamm, where is the justification for creating a second site under 30 miles away? Horsham is
better located to serve the regional waste needs of Sussex, Hampshire etc and ensuing traffic. 2.
Safety - this proposed site is near a new housing estate and shows not consideration for the health and
safety of those residents. The road access via a village road is clearly inadequate posing risk to
pedestrians who access the local church, school, homes as well as the visitors to Ford prison. 3.
Inadequate Road Network - living near Comet Corner and using the A259 regularly, I must stress that
the concept of creating more HGV traffic along the east west road network is pure danger in the
making. Comet corner has already claimed lives and road improvements been rejected. The Clymping
roundabout is too small for regular HGV traffic. Middleton and Yapton do not deserve two death trap
junctions within 2 miles of each other. No Arun by-pass will solve the traffic congestion around
Middleton, Yapton, Barnham and Climping now so you should not pass a decision to further exacerbate
the issue. 4. Sustainability - carbon emissions will be increased in a rural area already blighted by
flooding. There is no justification for building two waste disposal sites within 25 miles of each other.
One site is capable of serving the demands of the regions/ counties identified. 5. Environmental impact
- air pollution close to a housing estate, carbon emissions in an area of public footpaths, increased
vehicle pollution in residential zones goes against all policy proposals for cleaner air and more
sustainable living. Please reject the proposal.
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